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Abstract

Impact craters on the Moon are typically infilled by either impact or volcanic melt,

but outside of a few previously known characteristics, identification can be complicated.

Morphological and compositional characteristics are the best options for definitive

differentiation between volcanic and impact in impact craters. In this paper the history of

lunar morphological research is reviewed and eight craters >60km in diameter are

mapped to create a comprehensive list of features of note using the maps available

through JMARS. Over the past 50 years, interest in lunar morphology has been

primarily impacted by the technology available. Without high definition views of the lunar

surface, studies on the Moon’s craters focused on size and volume instead of internal

components. As technology improved, the study of lunar craters expanded. This thesis

shows that many features of note in impact melt-filled impact craters exist primarily on

the crater floor. That floor has been obscured in volcanically-filled impact craters. Impact

melt-filled impact craters also maintain the same albedo and composition as the

surrounding terrain, while volcanically-filled impact craters are of a darker albedo and

mafic composition. The existence of terraced rims is affected by age rather than interior

fill composition, unless the interior melt has obscured any terraces. Crater rims slump

with age and therefore cannot indicate alone the type of melt inside the crater.
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1: Introduction and Objective

The Moon (Fig. 1) has three major geologic processes that alter its surface:

tectonics, volcanism, and impact events. The latter two of these processes can be

directly observed on the surface. Impact craters form when an impactor, typically a

small piece of debris leftover from solar system formation, collides with the surface at

high speeds. The crust bends and moves away from the impact site like a liquid before

settling or flowing back down into the new bowl. Larger impactors reach such high

speeds that the energy released at impact actually melts the surface, resulting in what is

called impact melt. The liquified crust cools over time, solidifying into place. However,

this is not the only melt found on the lunar surface. There are currently no confirmed

sources for volcanism. Eventually, volcanic melt rises from beneath the surface into

low-lying impact craters and covers up the impact melt before solidifying into a smooth,

dark flows called volcanic melt or mare, terms used interchangeably here. Galileo first

coined the term ‘maria’, meaning ‘seas’, to refer to the dark patches on the nearside of

the Moon (Wood, 2018) when he looked at the Moon telescopically. What was believed

to be a smooth surface were craters, canyons, and mountains. Telescopic mapping of

the Moon’s nearside continued into the following centuries with a focus on searching for

changes on the Moon (that were not there).
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Figure 1: The nearside of Earth's Moon, as seen based on data from cameras aboard

NASA's robotic Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft.

Image Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center/Arizona State University

Johann Hieronymus Schröter first noticed a correlation between crater depth and

diameter in his 1791 piece “Selenotopographische Fragmente” (Koeberl, 2001), though

at the time he claimed craters were created by volcanic activity. In fact, scientists

believed lunar craters formed volcanically well into the 20th century (Wood, 2018,

Koeberl, 2001, Melosh, 1996). Because there was no known mechanism for

consistently producing circular impact craters, impacts could not be the primary cause
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of crater formation (Wood, 2018). However, a lack of any present volcanic activity, or

even volcanic origin, soured these claims. Attitudes towards impact theory shifted in the

20th century as studies into impact theory emerged (Racki et al., 2014), claiming that

impactors had higher velocities than previously believed and therefore consistently

created round craters regardless of impact velocity (Koeberl, 2001). By the 1960s,

impact theory dominated the academic landscape with the groundwork for basic crater

understandings laid out by the United States Geological Survey (Wood, 2018). However

uncertainty persisted up until the Apollo Moon landings in 1969, which confirmed craters

to be impact in origin (Koeberl, 2001, Wood, 2018). The truth of impact theory does not

negate volcanic activity on the Moon. Lunar maria comes from volcanic sources,

however the exact source of mare deposits remains a topic of debate.

As our understanding of the Moon has progressed, several individual topics

pertaining to surface characteristics emerged over the years. The following paragraphs

introduce these topics, as well as the findings pertaining to impact melt material and

mare material. Because lunar craters have been heavily studied and imaged, there are

a considerable amount of data available to identify key traits in each fill type.

Identification of impact melt on the Moon and other surfaces is typically based on

three primary characteristics: interior pond morphology (smooth texture, distinct

crater-fill boundaries, few to no superimposed craters), a lack of embayed craters

(craters that have been filled in leaving only the rim visible), and the presence of exterior

deposits (i.e. exterior ponds and veneers) (Ostrach et al., 2012). However, identification
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of these features requires a young crater that is still intact, so that degradation has not

significantly affected its surface. Volcanic fill is primarily identified as having a lower

albedo than the surrounding terrain. The filled-in crater may also have secondary

craters completely filled except for the remaining rim, called embayed craters. These

features all are distinctly visible by eye when looking at a broad view of the Moon,

therefore the type of fill can be easily identified using key characteristics. But these

features are not concrete evidence towards one type of fill. In fact, some craters that

were previously believed to be created by one form of melt emplacement have later

been determined to be otherwise (Ashley, 2012). Classification requires a more robust

set of criteria that can fit craters of all ages and shapes, and developing a classification

is a goal of this thesis.

In the first part of this thesis, craters are characterized and classified by

examining the history of lunar morphology research in depth. The past five decades

have provided a comprehensive list of features to expect or look for within craters, as

well as inform the biases and current state of research into lunar craters. The numerous

characteristics previously attributed to lunar craters are analyzed, pointing to specific

characteristics that seem ubiquitous or of note in my study.

In the second part of this thesis, in-depth analysis of eight craters is used to

create a more comprehensive list of characteristics for observed features hosted within

impact melt-filled craters that contain volcanic infill and impact interior fill. The goal is to

develop more definitive criteria for identifying these important features. The Lunar
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Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) took images used to provide valuable insights

into morphological characteristics beyond these previously listed. High-definition images

from the Narrow Angle Cameras (NAC) and Wide Angle Camera (WAC) cameras

aboard LROC were used to photograph eight craters with a diameter >30km with both

types of fill and varying in age and location. Using these images, morphological traits

common to each type of fill were identified. Comparisons among several craters are

crucial for a study of this kind, as common traits may be attributed to several factors

beyond fill type.

This project aspires to create a useful tool for the community to apply when

looking at craters both on the Moon and beyond. As our closest neighbor, the Moon has

the most resources for studying impact craters in depth. While not all of the processes

prevalent on the Moon may be directly applied elsewhere, certain characteristics may

serve as a benchmark for examining impact craters on other bodies. Should an impact

crater on another planetary body feature some of the same traits as seen on the Moon,

it may be a fair assumption that their formation processes are similar.
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2: Background

This chapter covers the past five decades of lunar morphological research in

depth. It is divided by the specific qualities of lunar morphology, as well as a brief

description of the history of this area of study. This summary of the history of lunar

morphology research applies and contextualizes the current understanding of craters on

the Moon.
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2.1: Size and volume of craters and mare

Research into lunar morphology in the late 20th century focused on size and

depth of impact craters (Head and Wilson, 1991, Cintala and Grieve, 1998, Melosh and

Ivanov, 1999, Smith, 1976). The diameter and depth of an impact crater are directly

related (Head, 1991) and are determined by the size of the original impactor. This

relationship is given by a ratio between depth (d) and diameter (D) and written as d/D.

Until lunar missions in the 1990s, a majority of academic papers focused on classifying

craters at certain sizes and depths, understanding cratering mechanisms, and

determining the thickness of the lunar crust (Smith, 1976, Head, 1976, Head and

Wilson, 1991). Crust on the nearside can be separated into lunar highlands and maria,

while the far side is majorly highlands (Jaumann et al., 2012) with small pockets of mare

only in craters. In 1990 and 1992, Galileo flew by the Moon en route to Jupiter and

gained the first multispectral images of the lunar surface in decades (Hiesinger and

Head, 2006). The laser altimeter onboard Clementine provided the first global map of

lunar topography (Hiesinger and Head, 2006), and subsequent missions improved

topographic resolution and revealed previously unmapped impact basins and

undistinguishable features (Hiesinger and Head, 2006, Neumann et al., 2015).

Visible maria make up approximately 17% of total surface area, yet comprises

only 1% of crust volume (Head and Wilson, 1991). Nearside maria have an average

thickness of less than 400m, with small pockets reaching 1-2km deep (Dehon and

Waskom, 1979). Mare flows in several thin increments over millions of years, with each
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flow approximately 10-15m thick (Jaumann et al., 2012, Hiesinger and Head, 2006),

though initially volume estimates for deposits operated under the assumption of

large-scale flows (Robinson et al., 2012). Impact-filled crater floors are the largest

source of impact melt inside craters (Dhingra et al., 2017). The volume of crater fill

generated during impact events and the morphology of the resulting melt flows are

directly related to the preexisting topography and diameter of the crater created (Lev et

al., 2021). Intense pressure during the impact event causes rock to act like a fluid

(Holsapple, 1989) and pushes flow towards areas of lower pressure (Melosh, 1989),

dictating the final appearance of each crater.

Initial observations of the Moon concluded that craters <10km in diameter mostly

contained veneers and small ponds, while craters 20-50km in diameter were more likely

to have melt flow (Carter et al., 2012). The smaller craters were simply labeled as

“crater material” (Kruger et al., 2016). Though these features are now known to be more

universal, these findings were an early criterion for distinguishing among types of

craters. Two types of craters, simple and complex, each have distinct features and

specific size boundaries; craters with a diameter less than 15km are simple (Williams

and Zuber, 1998) and may differ in formation mechanism (Lev et al., 2021). Simple

craters are determinable by a bowl-like interior, unterraced rims (in this paper a terraced

rim refers to a smooth level surface at higher elevation than the crater floor), and visible

ejecta (Jaumann et al., 2012, Melosh, 1989). Previous datasets show impact melt

exterior flow and central peaks unlikely in craters <10km (Smith, 1976). However,

increased resolution from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) (Robinson et al., 2010)
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supports flow outside craters >600m in diameter (Neish et al., 2014). Transition to

complex crater types occurs when the crater rim wall slumps into terraces (Melosh and

Ivanov, 1999, Williams and Zuber, 1998) at around 15-18km in diameter. Following

impact events, compressed crust relaxes (Melosh, 1989) with relative size of linear

features remaining consistent.

Both simple and complex craters are susceptible to filling by volcanic material.

Most mare deposits are found on the nearside. Far-side craters are less likely to fill due

to thicker crust (Heather and Dunkin, 2003). Impact crater diameter directly correlates

with the volume of melt generated at impact and the resulting melt flow morphology (Lev

et al., 2021). Complex craters transition to basins around 50-80km in diameter (Williams

and Zuber, 1998). Inner central peak rings exhibit a central positive Bouguer anomaly at

crater diameters >200km (Neumann et al., 2015). The South Pole Aitken Basin, found

directly on top of the Moon’s geographic south pole, is the largest impact basin known in

the Solar System and an example of the extent of the Moon’s cratering. As crater

diameter increases, so does morphological complexity, while the depth of the crater

slows in growth (Williams and Zuber, 1998, Cintala and Grieve, 1998).
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2.2: Interior Characteristics of Craters

Lack of data hindered late 20th century research into interior topography. Only

one side of the Moon was available for terrestrial observation, and what was visible

depended on the technology available. Clementine launched in 1994, returning nearly

two million images in the visible and infrared, along with a laser altimeter to create the

first global topography map (Hiesinger and Head, 2006). With the launch of each new

lunar probe, surface resolution improved enough to characterize crater interiors and

map geomorphology, first at 200m/pixel (Hiesinger and Head, 2006), then at 0.5 m/pixel

(Zanetti et al., 2011, Robinson et al., 2010), and now with some regions at 0.005m/pixel

(Guo et al., 2021), revealing features not previously visible (Carter et al., 2012). Today

the clearest global topography map has a lateral resolution of ~100m/pixel from the

LRO (Jaumann et al., 2012, Robinson et al., 2010).

Analyses of stereo and altimetry data gathered on recent missions such as LRO

and Kaguya Laser Altimeter (LALT) have substantially improved our understanding of

lunar topography and allowed for in-depth analysis (Fig. 2). The LROC (Lunar

Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera) is the first camera to provide detailed topographical

information at a variety of incidence angles, revealing linear features previously

unknown (French et al., 2015), and the Mini-RF radar onboard LRO discovered various

impact melt features (Carter et al., 2012). Some features of the lunar surface were

predicted prior to discovery, such as rougher impact melt terrain predicted by LROC, but

were not determined until the launch of Chang’e (Carter et al., 2012, Guo et al., 2021).
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Figure 2: Global topographic map of the Moon. Taken with Kaguya’s Laser Altimiter

(LALT). Image Credit: Araki et al., 2009

Tectonic and degredational features relate to both impact and volcanism (Cai and

Fa, 2020). They are manifested through extensional and compressional features such

as faults, graben (landforms caused by normal faulting), scarps, dikes, and wrinkle

ridges, though the latter are more prevalent in volcanically filled craters (Bandfield et al.,

2011). These features form after melt solidification due to stress caused by deformation.

Mare materials create troughs and rilles through extensional stress on crater edges

(Jaumann et al., 2012). When the Moon shifted from overall extension to a regime of

contraction, rilles became less commonplace, while wrinkle ridges experienced a period

of formation (Solomon and Head, 1979). Graben formed in mare-filled craters are on

average significantly smaller than highland graben (French et al., 2015). An
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interconnected global system of lobate scarps indicates recent tectonic activity, although

the exact age of these features is currently unknown (Watters et al., 2019). Topography

of craters may influence the orientation and appearance of cooling fractures in impact

melt-filled craters (Xiao et al., 2014).

Erosion on the Moon greatly alters morphological features of both mare and

impact melt-filled craters. A morphologically fresh crater will have distinct features at

small scales. The Moon’s features degrade due to micrometeorite collisions forming a

regolith over the surface. Regolith generation occurs over time through bombardment of

microscopic iron meteorites (Lucy et al., 2006) as well as space weathering from solar

wind (Denevi et al., 2014). All surfaces on the Moon have a layer of regolith, where the

older surfaces have thicker layers. Topmost layers of regolith are more eroded than

bottom layers, due to exposure to space weathering (Wu et al., 2019). The regolith layer

softens and erases small-scale features on the lunar surface. Young craters have

thinner regolith and thus features are more pronounced and identifiable (Jaumann et al.,

2012, Lucy et al., 2006, Campbell et al., 2010). Accordingly, older craters may have

distinguishing features erased by erosion over time. Small-scale roughness is

dependent on the rate of erosion and regolith formation (Kreslavsky et al., 2013).

Interior crater morphology is dependent on the type of melt fill, as well as

previously mentioned crater size, erosional, and deformation processes. Complex

craters gain features as diameter increases (Fig. 3), such as central peaks (Smith,

1976, Jaumann et al., 2012), well-developed ejecta, and melt pools (Jaumann et al.,
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2012). Melt pools are more common in large craters and basins, while craters <10km in

diameter have lithified veneers (Lev et al., 2021). Central peaks are mountainous points

at the center of an impact crater reaching upwards of thousands ofkm in height. Peaks

begin to appear at sizes greater than 18km (Jaumann et al., 2012) and over 50% of

craters above 30km in diameter have a central peak (Smith, 1976). Central peaks erode

as regolith covers the crater interior. The appearance of ejecta and melt pools inside

impact craters relies on pre-existing topography the crater overlays (Heather and

Dunkin, 2003, Lev et al., 2021) and form during excavation of the crater. Pre-existing

topography can alter the flow of ejecta, preventing mixing between debris and

increasing the likelihood of flow solidifying (Bray et al., 2018). Evidence of melt flow

solidifies in relatively low-lying topographic areas following crater formation. Impact melt

resting on terraces on crater rims may pond or flow down into the crater floor (Ashley et

al., 2012, Dhingra et al., 2017), indicating free-moving melt during crater formation, a

feature unique to impact melt-filled craters. Shaking during crater formation significantly

alters flow of impact melt before solidification (Kreslavsky and Head, 2012). Other

features visible in impact melt-filled crater interiors include preserved channels of melt

flow and flow lobes that indicate individual sections of melt moving independently (Lev

et al., 2021), collapse pits (Robinson et al., 2012), large boulders or clusters of boulders

that rest at smooth elevation following emplacement, and mounds of impact melt

overlaying pre-existing topography (Zanetti et al., 2011). The relatively higher albedo of

impact melt-filled craters may be attributed not only to the same relative chemistry of

surrounding highlands, but also due to large blocks and boulders that appear bright and

therefore rough (Jaumann et al., 2012). Some mounds appear to have fractured as
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impact melt solidified on top of pre-existing topography (Ashley et al., 2012). Impact

melt flows appear low in viscosity (Ahsley et al., 2012, Carter et al., 2012) and solidify

slowly. At a lower resolution, interior floors of impact melt-filled craters appear ponded or

smooth, however at meter and millimeter scale the surface is rough (Guo et al., 2021)

with mounds, boulders, and fractures. Hummocky and lineated facies are most

identified in impact melt-filled craters (Plescia and Robinson, 2019). Solid debris also

appears as well as impact melt from crater walls post slumping (Xiao et al., 2014).

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of one potential impact melt emplacement process

associated with a complex crater on the Moon (Lev et al., 2021)
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The distinguishing feature of mare volcanism is dark albedo relative to the surrounding

highlands. While distinctive pre-existing topography dominates impact melt-filled

craters, mare volcanism covers up any topography or previous melt, though pre existing

topography does indicate the thickness of mare. As mare rises up from beneath the

lunar crust, magmas fill in the crater floor and even superposed craters that formed on

top of the main basin (aka embayed craters). For the purposes of this paper, the term

“embay(ed)” is used to refer to buried or partially buried impact craters inside larger

craters (O’Rourke et al., 2014). Embayed craters predate any fill, but are obliterated in

any impact melt forming cratering event. In contrast, mare flow preserves the original

topography under the surface. Only the highest points of elevation in preexisting craters

remain visible in volcanically filled craters, such as central peaks or crater rims. The

extent of filling is determined by the volume of volcanic melt generated at the time of fill.

Extensional stress at the edges of volcanically filled impact craters is caused by the

volume of material filling the crater (Jaumann et al., 2012). Several characteristics of

volcanically filled impact craters share a commonality with slow-moving terrestrial lava

flows, such as kipukas (elevated terrain embayed on all sides by mare) (Runyon et al.,

2019), volcanic complexes and dark halo craters (Head, 1976), though with some

differences, such as erosional channels (Bray et al., 2010). Mare volcanism trends

towards low lying topography such as the interiors of impact craters (Head, 1976) and

fill until the volume of mare has depleted, sometimes leaving parts of the original crater

visible. This filling mechanism also leaves volcanically filled crater floors smooth at
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small scales (Cai and Fa, 2020), while appearing rougher at large scales alongside a

lower albedo. Cryptomaria are mare pools obscured by higher albedo deposits, such as

crater ejecta (Antonenko et al., 1995). Mare unable to be identified by lower albedo can

be determined by other factors such as location of nearby mare deposits or basin

topography (Antonenko et al., 1995).
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2.3: Mineralogical Properties of Impact and Volcanic

Flows

Modern spectroscopic research on the lunar surface debunked hundreds of

years of work into the search for change to its surface (Wood, 2018). Chemical

analyses were limited by on samples brought back from the Apollo and Luna missions

(Nagaoka et al., 2021, Gillis et al., 2004) until lunar meteorites were recgonized and

spectral data could be obtained from the Galileo (Hiesinger and Head, 2006), Lunar

Prospector, and Clementine missions (Binder, 1998, Gillis et al., 2004). Spectroscopy

from these missions was calibrated using samples ground truth from lunar (Nagaoka et

al., 2021) providing insights into the internal composition of the Moon in places where

samples could not be taken (Hiesinger and Head, 2006). The composition of materials

on the Moon is critical in determining their origins. Ejecta deposits may differ in

composition due to the bombastic origin of impactors (Guo et al., 2021). Composition of

specific areas may be determined regardless of surface maturity thanks to improved

algorithms (Lucey et al., 2000).

Higher albedo typically indicates impact melt mixed in or entirely comprising an

area (Hawke et al., 1999). Impact melt remains liquid for months or even years (Heather

and Dunkin, 2003) with a high initial temperature (Jaumann et al., 2012, Runyon et al.,

2019) even reaching as high as 1770°C (Xiao et al., 2014). Solidified melt and

superposed regolith may retain higher relative temperatures for even longer periods
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(Bandfield et al., 2011). Impact melt material is spectroscopically similar to the felsic

highlands (Belton et al., 1994), which is distinguishable by relatively low concentrations

of FeO (Guo et al., 2021). It must be noted that highlands and impact melt are not the

same, and in fact there are pristine highlands with no impact melt mixed in (Hiesinger

and Head, 2006). Visible upper crust deposits are typically determined to be impact in

origin, including the Aitken Basin, which is composed of upturned crust from deep

beneath the surface (Petro and Pieters, 2004). Highland and impact melt materials are

also characterized by low concentrations of Th (Petro and Pieters, 2004, Guo et al.,

2021). Samples collected from the Apollo landing site originated from impacts, and

therefore any spectral imaging with a similar composition can be determined as such

(Head et al., 1993). Despite possibly being different in composition to the lunar surface,

impactors do not substantially contribute to the overall composition of impact melt due

to their relatively small size. However, impact melt contributes to the lunar  regolith over

its entire surface (Bandfield et al., 2011). Impact melt is also lower in Ti.

Mare basalts, in contrast to impact melts, are rich in TiO2 and FeO (Guo et al.,

2021, Neish et al., 2014). The distinction between Ti-poor highlands and impact melt

and Ti-rich basaltic mare material is important for distinguishing the two, as well as for

classifying individual mare basalts. Early mare volcanism is Ti-rich, decreasing with

each subsequent flow (Head, 1976) and Fe (Thesniya and Rajesh, 2020). More recent

flows are low in Ti and enriched in Mg and Ca. Mare material is basaltic, which means it

is rich in augite or other dark-coloured pyroxene minerals. This darkness provides the

mare with its distinct low albedo. In some cases, the difference in relative albedo cannot
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be determined solely on the visual spectrum, and what was believed to be mare

material is actually shocked impact melt (Hawke et al., 2010). In areas with a presumed

thinner crust, such as the Apollo landing sites and other large basins, Ti content is often

higher than the surrounding areas (Greeley et al., 1993). Enriched levels of TiO2 in mare

deposits may obscure subsequent Ti-poor impact melt flows (Neish et al., 2014).

Increased levels of CaO are also common. Basaltic mare deposits are low in Th (Guo et

al., 2021). Mare volcanism is also low in Al2O3 and have higher CaO/Al2O3 ratios

compared to surrounding highlands (Hiesinger and Head, 2006). Areas high in TiO2

have the same optical distortion as space weathering, in that both reduce overall albedo

(Wu et al., 2019), suggesting that previous samplings of the lunar surface were not as

pristine as once thought. All of the chemical imbalances are a direct result of the

evolution of the lunar interior. The near and farside of the Moon differ in concentration of

radioactive heat sources. The nearside experiences a higher concentration in a region

known as the Procellarum KREEP Terrane (PKT) (Laneuville et al., 2013). Mare basalt

on the nearside flooded basins in or adjacent to this terrane. Evidence of molten lower

mantle (Khan et al., 2014) suggests a molten mantle earlier in the Moon’s history. High

temperature magma from the mantle would rise up to the surface and cool quickly. As

basaltic material is the earliest to form, it would be the most prevalent in a rapidly

cooling exposed mantle.

Global estimates for the range of FeO and TiO2 have remained consistent as new

data were added by theLP and Chang'E-1 missions (Gillis et al., 2004, Yan et al., 2012)

at 0–21.0 wt% and 0–9.5 wt% respectively, however data from Clementine suggest
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areas with the most abundance may have a different wt%. Variations in age and

abundance of Ilmenite (FeTiO3) affect visual properties of mare deposits (Campbell et

al., 2010) and may account for some of these irregularities (Yan et al., 2012).

Individual surface units have unique regolith temperatures (i.e. the surface

temperature of the thin layer of dust and debris on top the lunar surface) and rock

concentration values (areas with actual rock versus a layer of regolith) that distinguish

between mare and impact melt material. Regolith layers are highly insulating while solid

rock is highly conductive (Bandfield et al., 2011, Roelof, 1968). The resulting

temperature difference can be easily observed by infrared cameras such as those

onboard LRO. While higher temperatures do not necessarily indicate higher rock

concentrations, viewing varying concentrations of regolith and rock via infrared

illuminates differences between impact and mare surfaces. Regolith with higher

temperatures are present in rims, walls, and crater floors (Bandfield et al., 2011). Rock

abundance studies on the Moon have been limited to only observing the fractional area

of surface covered by rocks >1m in diameter (Li and Wu, 2018), making detailed

conclusions difficult. However, on a broad scale it is fair to say that rock concentration

values are lower in mare deposits, crater floors, and distal ejecta (Bandfield et al.,

2011).
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2.4: Age Stratigraphy

The history of the Moon is separated into several distinct eras, however this

thesis focuses on the time before and after heavy bombardment, while only referring to

cratersusing relative age (if they are older or younger than other craters). The era of

heavy bombardment, ~4Ga, was marked by numerous asteroid impacts. That formed a

substantial number of craters, many of which are still visible. Techniques for dating

craters and flood material inside craters date back to before the Apollo missions, with

age estimate methodologies evolving over time. Primary methods for dating the lunar

surface include crater counting, crater degradation levels, and age-dating of returned

samples (Hiesinger et al., 2003, Nagaoka et al., 2021), all of which can determine the

relative ages of areas on the Moon. Crater counting follows the logic that an older crater

has more time to be obscured by superposed impacts called secondary craters (Stopar

et al., 2014). By the 1960s, general consensus on the starting era for the Moon’s

volcanic activity was estimated to be approximately 4-3.8 Ga at the end of heavy

bombardment, with most basaltic eruptions occurring in the first billion years and

petering out around 2.5Ga (Head, 1976). More recent studies place the end date of

lunar volcanism more and more recently (Hiesinger et al., 2003, Singh and Srivastava,

2020), with the current estimate to be around 1 Ga. Determination of the exact date

varies by model.

The law of superposition implies that any crater or feature superposed on top of

the underlying crater must be younger (Runyon et al., 2019). Certain younger craters
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may contain self-created secondary craters, superimposed on top of the primary crater

(Shoemaker, 1962, Plescia and Robinson, 2019). More recently developed techniques

include observing optical maturity (Denevi et al., 2014), which is a measure of regolith

development and space weathering affecting the surface. A more weathered surface

with thicker regolith is optically more mature, often appearing as a darker albedo. Hence

older impact melt-filled craters are classified as volcanically filled (Ashley et al., 2012,

Plescia and Robinson, 2019).

Because the beginning of mare volcanism on the Moon coincides with the end of

heavy bombardment, the first volcanic flows on the Moon are buried under ejecta

(Hiesinger and Head, 2006). Ti-rich basaltic flows flooded the eastern nearside at 3.5

Ga, with previously mentioned surface-wide subsequent flows decreasing in Ti contents

by 3.5-3.0 Ga (Head, 1976). These thin layers sequentially are relatively homogenous,

and the Ti gradient is only visible over large periods of time (Greeley et al., 1993). While

volcanic activity is now believed to have continued into the Copernican, most visible

maria were emplaced by 1.5 Ga (Hiesinger and Head, 2006), so any volcanically filled

craters are likely older than that date. Pre-Nectarian craters such as Von Kármán were

flooded by mare basalts during the Imbrian and Nectarian periods (Guo et al., 2021).

Because volcanic material flows into low-lying topography, any previous crater

topography is buried under the volcanic flow. Currently the Moon is volcanically inactive

because the interior cooled.
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Along with volcanic activity, crater formation slowed over time. However impact

craters are independent of geologic activity on the Moon, so they can occur at any time;

some are younger than mare fill. They sometimes cover mare deposits with ejecta or

regolith (Guo et al., 2021), creating cryptomaria. Instruments that remotely sense

characteristics of impact and volcanic material are crucial for differentiating between the

multiple materials that may exist in an old crater. For example, young impacts into

pre-existing craters may expose cryptomaria, which appear as dark-haloed craters (Bell

and Hawke, 1984). Younger craters are typically rougher than older craters, and thus

small-scale roughness can be interpreted to indicate more recent activity, while

kilometer-scale features suggest older events (Guo et al., 2021). Impact melt

emplacement duration depends on individual crater conditions and can be used to

estimate the age of craters (Lev et al., 2021). Younger, more pristine craters exhibit

preserved impact features such as bright rays, stretching tens to hundreds ofkm across

the lunar surface. These are created from ejecta at the moment of impact (Hawke et al.,

1999). One  example is Giordano Bruno, a crater with rays extending into nearby

craters visible under Clementine’s multispectral imaging. Because these rays are

composed of small-scale features across the lunar surface, they fade relatively quickly

under layers of regolith or through space weathering. craters older than 1 Ga typically

do not have visible rays. Other features unique to younger craters include higher

temperatures in the central uplift and floor, as residual heat from the formation slowly

dissipates (Jaumann et al., 2012). This correlation between craters and temperature

falls off at smaller scales (Bandfield et al., 2011). Another value that falls over time is the
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d/D ratio because erosion wears away at the topographic extremes in lunar craters and

regolith covers the floor.
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2.5: Relevance of this Thesis

Understanding the history of lunar exploration and research gives context to and

justifies this study. Limitations of previous studies led to conclusions or findings that

were subsequently updated to influence more modern research. By examining the past

century and beyond, it becomes clear why certain conclusions were drawn (i.e., the

volcanic theory versus impact theory for impacting). With each successive probe

mission, a review of previous studies and determining their validity is of vital importance.

If studies based on previous knowledge no longer hold up, a more likely theory must be

proposed in its place. Understanding the timeline of events also justifies gaps in

research. For example, a gap between missions to the Moon explains an absence of

topographical research prior to the 1990s (Head and Wilson, 1991, Head, 1976).

Previously mentioned improvements in technology correspond to large influxes in

research regarding the topics new missions were able to cover (Fig. 4) (Robinson,

2010, Jaumann et al., 2012).

Figure 4: Timeline of major lunar missions discussed in this paper. All time pre-1969 had

no samples from the lunar surface, and volcanic theory was the dominant theory.

Current day (2022) is marked in red.
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All of this information is crucial to differentiating between impact and volcanic

melt on the surface of our Moon and other bodies. Unlike on some other planetary

bodies, volcanic material on the Moon is easily distinguishable by its lower albedo,

which is noticeably dark surface material relative to the lighter felsic lunar crust.

Volcanically filled craters suggest the importance of volcanism in lunar history, best

seen in the basaltic low albedo mare that covers the nearside (Head and Wilson, 1991).

Classification of individual craters relied on specific features, such as the

aforementioned dark albedo, only for the crater to later be reclassified (Ashley et al.,

2012). Comparing and contrasting the two fill types to begin to create a comprehensive

morphological guide, allows fill type to be determined through means beyond just a

handful of features. Because lunar craters have been heavily studied and imaged, there

are many sources of data available to identify key traits in each fill type.

Individual features of crater interiors cannot definitively prove one way or another

which type of melt is present. Previous attempts have been made to create a

comprehensive guide to differentiate between volcanic and impact melt (Jaumann et al.,

2012). However, individual features may be present in specific craters regardless of fill

because their appearance is more dependent on other factors such as location, size, or

age. This thesis seeks to examine craters in which these factors vary, in order to

determine whether fill type influences the presence or absence of certain features

considered universal in one fill type. If a characteristic is determined not by interior

composition, but rather by some other factor, then it cannot be considered a diagnostic

feature  for determining the origin of craters moving forward.
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If certain features are truly dependent on the origin of melt material, then this

paper benefits future studies on our Moon. Moreover, should certain factors play a role

in morphological characteristics, then this information can be applied beyond one body.

Features that appear or disappear due to age, for example, can be applied to bodies in

our Solar System with older surfaces, or can even determine that a certain feature is

older or younger than previously estimated. Surfaces with similar origins or

compositions to the Moon may also apply this research when examining topography.

The large quantities of data available for the Moon serve as excellent points of

reference for bodies with considerably less data. Global high-resolution images, for

instance, require recent and long-lasting missions that sometimes are lacking. However

examination of similarities between Venus and the Moon may yield a comparison and

therefore possibility of similar variations in melt deposits, as well as on other bodies.
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3: Methods

To characterize and analyze the features of volcanic and impact melt-filled impact

melt-filled craters, this thesis looks at eight different craters on the lunar surface, all with

a diameter approximately >60km. Geologic mapping and digitization of features was

completed using the JMARS Geographic Information System (GIS) software package

(Christensen et al., 2011). Nested data were used during the mapping process by

labeling features of note at a set scale, then zooming in and repeating until the features

measured approximately <5km in either the vertical or horizontal direction. While some

areas of the Moon are now visible at the meter and millimeter scale (Guo et al., 2021),

this is not the case across the entire surface. Thus, this thesis uses the smallest scale

that is globally available. The sharpest global resolution can be found primarily using the

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Wide Angle Camera (WAC) Global

100m/px dataset (Robinson et al., 2010). To see at a smaller scale, LROC Narrow

Angle Camera Left/Right (NACL+NACR) images were rendered as stamps. These

image pairs provided 0.5 meter-scale panchromatic images over a 5km swatch. The

available LROC NAC data were filtered to show only images with incidence angles

(angle at which the camera was pointed) ranging from  70° ∓ 10° to emphasize the

morphology of features. This angle range was chosen because it allowed for the best

view of crater features, and keeping everything within 10° allowed for a

smoother-looking mosaic. This allowed for better visibility of the smaller features.

Specifically, any possible feature of interest at the 100m/px scale was loaded the

stamps of that area for a clearer image. This was not always possible, as not every
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feature had data at those incidence angles, resulting in gaps and mismatches in the

final rendering of LROC NAC image data. Furthermore, some features appeared in one

position on the global dataset, while in another position on the LROC stamps. This

occurs due to georeferencing–turning a digital image into real world coordinates. The

images are 2D being fitted onto a 3D globe, and as such different angles result in

different configurations (Christensen et al., 2011). To examine ejecta, the LROC WAC

643 nm Normalized Reflectance (Boyd et al., 2013) were loaded. The 643 nm WAC

mosaic is a mosaic of the 643 nm reflectance band and emphasizes differences in

albedo compared to morphology. When mapping the rim and fill sections of the crater,

the Unified Geologic Map of the Moon was overlaid on top of the LROC WAC, however

the global dataset superseded the map (Fortezzo et al., 2019). Larger boundaries were

given thicker lines and a unique color, in order to differentiate areas of interest. Small

features were all one uniform color. This mapping was done for archival purposes, and

the colored outlines will only be used in this paper should they be of interest.

Other data sets used included the Clementine UVVIS Mineral Ratio (Tompkins

and Pieters, 1999). This map enhances color differences caused by surface mineralogy

and maturity. Volcanic and impact materials are typically of differing age and

composition, because impact material is composed of both the target and impactor’s

original composition, while lunar volcanism is basaltic. The older lunar highlands and

basins are depicted as dark red, while younger surfaces are blue. Similarly, the Fe-rich

basaltic maria contains varying levels of Ti. Lower Ti is portrayed in yellow and orange,

while higher titanium appears blue. Superimposed are materials from basins and craters
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of various ages, with dark red and blue in ancient basins and bright blue on crater rays

of younger craters (JMARS). Another Clementine map is the UVVIS/FeO Abundance,

which measures iron concentration, which occurs both due to chemical composition and

optical maturity. Optical maturity refers to trace amounts of iron deposited over time,

causing the surface to darken. A redder color indicates more Fe, and therefore older

surface.

The mapping and analysis of the craters was done over two periods of time in

two different locations (Flagstaff and South Hadley). Thus, certain renders may be of

differing resolution because of the limitation of the computer available. Five of the

craters were mapped in Flagstaff, and the data was transferred over onto a new

computer during the second period. The first computer had more processing power. The

second had less processing power and was at times unable to render images of the

lunar surface. This caused significant delays in work.
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4.1: Mare-filled Crater Results

Joliot (25.922°N, 93.454°E) is a crater 172km in diameter (Fig. 5). It consists of a

mare unit south of the peak, and a large, steep crater rim. Just west of the central peak

is a large embayed crater, or perhaps two embayed craters overlapping, about 38km in

diameter (Fig. 5a). The rim of the embayed crater is absent to the southwest. Joliot has

a degraded central peak that appears almost hand shaped, with outreaching prongs,

likely the result of erosion over time. At the southern edge of the mare is a misshapen

embayed crater. Joliot’s wall is not terraced (having levels with smooth fill) and severely

degraded. However, in the north there is what appears to be a second level. It has the

same albedo as the wall, unlike the darker albedo of the fill. To the southwest is a

wrinkle ridge approximately 34km long (Fig. 5b). This ridge runs from the edge of the

large embayed crater into the mare. There are no linear features on the wall or rim. The

crater floor seems to be covered in a layer of ejecta superimposed on the crater floor.

Joliot’s albedo appears significantly darker than its surroundings, but not as dark as the

other volcanically-filled impact craters’.

Under the UVVIS Fe/O ratio dataset (instrument that measures iron content), the

crater appears to have a blue central peak, surrounded by a ring of yellow. This means

that Joliot’s central peak and other non volcanic material is low in iron, while the

volcanically filled floor is higher in iron. In comparison, under the Clementine mineral

ratio the crater appears to be a mixture of red and blue with pockets of green scattered

throughout the crater.
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Figure 5: Joliot, 25.922°N, 93.454°E taken with LROC WAC. Joliot is a volcanically-filled

impact crater that is covered with superposed ejecta due to several surrounding,

younger craters. Its rim is heavily degraded as is the central peak, indicating that the

regolith is thick and smoothed over much of the terrain. Figure 5a: 26.09°N, 92.251°E

taken with LROC NAC. A large embayed crater in Joliot. The lower left corner of the rim

is missing, likely buried beneath the volcanic fill due to its lower elevation. The

remaining crater is at a higher albedo than the fill. Figure 5b: 24.828°N, 92.431°E taken

with LROC NAC. A wrinkle ridge in Joliot running from the largest embayed crater into
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the volcanic fill. It is approximately 34km long and is covered in secondary craters and

ejecta.

Tsiolkovskiy (-20.383°N, 129.808°E) crater is 184km in diameter (Fig. 6).

Compared to the other far-side mare craters, Tsiolkovskiy’s albedo is significantly lower

than the area surrounding it, causing the crater to stand out prominently. The crater rim

remains mostly whole, with a steep wall. Linear features are sharp cliffs with shadows

due to the incidence angle, indicating terracing. The wall is terraced into two levels. One

level drops a remarkable 3500km to the second level, before dropping another 1500km

to the crater floor. There are no definitive embayed craters visible. A few linear features

are clustered close together mostly to the north. To the north is an area that is the same

albedo as the wall and surroundings but at the same elevation as the floor fill. Most of

the linear features occur at this boundary, with lengths approximately <15km. Across the

crater floor are small areas of elevation with a different albedo than the surroundings

(Fig. 6a). Tsiolkovskiy also has a prominent central peak. Surrounding the peak are a

series of secondary crater clusters. Tsiolkovskiy exhibits a clear boundary between the

basaltic floor and remaining terrain, both under the LROC images as well as the UVVIS

and Clementine maps. The Clementine mineral ratio (which displays a ratio of the

mineral composition, and certain types of geology indicate age) shows Tsiolkovskiy as

high-titanium blue at the rim and central peak, while the mare is a lower-titanium

yellow-green. The boundary is most prominent under the UVVIS Fe/O dataset, where

the crater floor is a neon orange, indicating high levels of iron, and the central peak and

rim are blue with much less.
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Figure 6: Tsiolkovskiy, -20.383°N, 129.808°E taken with LROC WAC. Tsiolkovskiy is the

youngest volcanically-filled impact crater observed in this study. It also contains the

highest concentration of iron of all the craters, as evidenced by its significantly darker

albedo. Tsoilkovskiy has no embayed craters.
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Figure 6a: -19.578°N, 129.14°E taken with LROC NAC. An example of the small

mounds scattered across Tsiolkovskiy, as well as several secondary craters. The juts

are small increases in elevation with the same albedo as the initial terrain, suggesting

that these are part of the central peak or other crater materials that were present prior to

volcanic infill.

The Jules Verne (-34.772°N, 146.997°E) crater is 143km in diameter (Fig. 7). Its

eastern side has several craters both inside the crater and partially superposing it,

including a large one on the rim with ejecta spilling into the main crater. These

superposed craters range from 5 - 32km in diameter. The largest of these craters

creates a sharp increase in elevation relative to the floor, after reaching a peak drops

3000km into the crater. The superposed crater destroyed any crater rim, as aside from

the aforementioned peak there is no change in elevation into the floor aside from other

craters. The west has smaller craters, and it also contains two embayed craters. One of
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these craters has a linear feature tracing out where the crater rim would have been, and

ending in what appears to be a pool of material (Fig. 7a). The other embayed crater has

a small remaining central peak. The east side of Jules Verne is separated by a massive

scarp >100km long (Fig. 7b). Jules Verne is different from the other two craters in that

linear features occur both on the low albedo mare as well as the rougher material at

about the same level. Jules Verne also has a much shallower slope for a crater rim,

aside from places where superimposed craters destroyed the preexisting rim. Jules

Verne is a yellow-orange under the UVVIS/Fe abundance dataset, indicating high iron.

While the rim of the crater under the Clementine mineral ratio appears to be the same

color ratio as the surrounding terrain, the red and blue of an ancient basin, the mare is

yellow and green (meaning low titanium).
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Figure 7: Jules Verne, -34.772°N, 146.997°E taken with LROC WAC, is a

volcanically-filled impact crater that is covered in superposed craters. The rim is partially

obliterated by these craters. Inside the crater are embayed craters and a large scarp

that separates elevation levels. Figure 7a: -34.962°N, 145.329°E taken with LROC

NAC. Evidence of flow in one of Jules Verne’s embayed craters. The melt material

creates a small line that separates the hidden rim of the embayed crater and the rest of

the floor. That line pools south into a small pond. Figure 7b: -35.635°N, 148.639°E taken

with LROC NAC. Jules Verne’s large scarp that cuts across the crater floor. Several

secondary and superposed craters can be seen along the edge of the scarp, and flow is

smoother in the upper right at lower elevation.
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Archimedes (29.717°N, 356.007°E) is a crater that is 84km in diameter (Fig. 8)

located in the eastern portion of the Imbrium basin. In the LROC WAC 100 m/pix data

set, the albedo of Archimedes is the same as its surroundings, however the basin in

which it is located is of significantly darker albedo than the highlands on the north

nearside. Upon closer inspection, the albedo of Archimedes proves significantly lighter

and covered in ejecta. It is still lower albedo than the lunar highlands. The south and

southeast rim of the crater shows two levels to the wall, however all other sides of the

crater rim are of a single level before dropping 2km into the bowl of the crater (Fig. 8a).

A ring of elevation surrounds Archimedes on all sides, creating two layers of crater rim.

The floor of Archimedes is level, with secondary craters pockmarking the surface.

Linear features can be seen towards the north of the crater floor running in a line

across the northern half of Archimedes (Fig. 8b). Some sections appear as linear

features separate from the overall trend, Other portions of this area are separate

individual clusters that appear identical and run along in a dotted line. Other than these

features, the floor of Archimedes is relatively featureless. There are no embayed craters

and no central peak. Under the Clementine color ratio, Archimedes appears overall

similar to its surroundings with two notable exceptions: the floor or Archimedes just

slightly bluer than the surrounding mare, appearing green and iron-rich. That green is

surrounded by a ring of red significantly brighter than any nearby terrain, reflecting the

age of the crater. While the Imbrium basin is a bright orange under the UVVIS/FeO

(iron) abundance filter, Archimedes rests in a small pocket of yellow between the
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Imbrium and Serenity basins, indicating a lower level of iron between the two. Still, the

abundance of iron in Archimedes is relatively high.

Figure 8: Archimedes, 29.717°N, 356.007°E, taken with LROC WAC. Archimedes is

relatively featureless with volcanic fill completely covering the surface of the crater. A

ring of debris around the crater rim shows the same albedo as the mare inside the

crater due to its location in the Imbrium basin.
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Figure 8a: Elevation chart of the crater rim. Elevation on y axis is in m, while distance

measured is inkm. Information gathered from Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA).

There are two distinct levels of the crater rim, indicating a terrace that has heavily

eroded. The crater rim is shallowly sloped as it drops 3.5km into the crater floor. Figure

8b: 30.002°N, 356.045°E taken with LROC NAC. A series of smaller linear features

forms one larger feature when grouped together, measuring approximately 20km

overall. The feature cuts across Archimedes’ northern fill.
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4.2: Impact-filled Crater Results

Ohm (18.389°N, 246.189°E) is a crater 64km in diameter (Fig. 9). It consists of a

rim, central peak, and a floor separated by varying textures. The crater floor appears

generally ponded and smooth from a distance, however when zoomed in it is apparent

that Ohm is covered in relatively rough (compared to the volcanically-filled impact

craters) terrain and linear features. Just southwest of the central peak is an area

showing evidence of flow movement (Fig. 9a). The surface of this patch is smoother

than the surrounding terrain and pools at the bottom of the central peak, as evidenced

by fractures layering on top of one another at the base of the feature. The smooth

material is only the base because the feature is covered in small pockets of boulders. In

fact, the whole crater is covered in these pockets of boulders (Fig. 9b). The boulders are

never larger than a few meters in diameter but cluster together. On this feature, the

boulders are clustered in circular formations surrounded by a massive group of

boulders. Just east of the central peak are a series of mounds and fractures (Fig. 9c).

The mounds are <1km in diameter, surrounded by linear fractures <3km long that

radiate from the mounds. Some of the fractures connect mounds together. Ohm also

shows fractures at the boundaries between floor and rim. Ohm’s rim is terraced, with

pools of melt on the east rim. In the northeast, a small pocket of pond exists on the rim.

Under the normalized reflectance, Ohm’s ejecta extends approximately 385km beyond

the crater boundary. These rays are visible under the UVVIS FeO ratio as green

overlaying a blue crater to indicate low iron levels, and under the Clementine mineral
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ratio, a bright teal indistinguishable from the area around it, showcasing the younger

rays. It is unclear if this teal also indicates high titanium.

Figure 9: Ohm, 18.389°N, 246.189°E taken with LROC WAC. Impact melt-filled impact

crater. Ohm is a crater with several terraces along its rim, as well as several deposits of

smooth terrain around its central peak. The crater is covered in boulders and other

ejecta. Figure 9a: 18.434°N, 246.045°E taken with LROC NAC. This was taken right on

the edge of the central peak, and the bottom left is the base of the peak. Small linear

features indicate where the flow pooled at the bottom of the peak, showing evidence of

flow. Darker spots are clusters of boulders that the flow warped around. This terrain is

smoother than the rest of the crater floor.
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Figure 9b: 18.541°N, 246.051°E shown in LROC NAC images. An example of clusters

of boulders on Ohm. These boulders formed during the impact that created Ohm and

moved from higher elevations to settle in current locations. Figure 9c: 18.592°N,

246.427°E shown in LROC NAC images. Mounds of melt that solidified over preexisting

terrain as well as boulders on top. Stress fractures formed around the mounds as the

melt cooled and contracted.

Jackson (22.029°N, 196.643°E) measures at 71km in diameter and is the second

impact melt-filled crater studied. It has a distinct terracing of its crater rim, as well as a

ponded appearance (Fig. 10). There are numerous smooth pockets ponded on the

crater rim. Other smooth deposits exist on the crater floor. These ponded deposits do

not exceed 10km2. The majority of the crater floor is covered in river-like terrain (Fig.

10a) with divets and rippling crust. These “ripple” features are <5km long and <1km
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wide, taking up approximately 80% of the crater floor. Mixed in with the ripples are

multiple fractures. Neither the fractures nor the ripples follow a single pattern. Rather

clusters of features may stretch in the same direction. Large mounds interrupt the

features, but unlike the mounds on Ohm these are not surrounded by fractures (Fig.

10b). The flowing texture goes around the mounds and warps to their shape. The

mounds’ tops are covered in criss-crossing features and boulders. These mounds are

the only other place where boulders exist in Jackson, aside from the central peak.

Those boulders rest along the slope of the central peak, pooling towards the base of

the peak. Jackson’s central peak stretches upwards of 2000km above the crater floor. In

the north rim of Jackson is a 7km solidified flow (Fig. 10c). The feature flows down the

rim, going over a section of terraced rim and into the crater floor below. Right beneath

the feature exists an example of small ponds of smooth terrain. Edges of the terraced

rim near the feature also display a streaking appearance and pooling into the crater

below. Jackson also has a massive ejecta output, extending 640km beyond the rim.

Under the Clementine mineral ratio, Jackson is indistinguishable from the surrounding

terrain, a mix of blue and red indicating high titanium in an ancient basin. Under the

Fe/O ratio it is a bluer color for low iron.
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Figure 10: Jackson, 22.029°N, 196.643°E taken with LROC WAC. Impact melt-filed

impact crater. Jackson appears ponded from a distance but the floor is rough and

uneven, covered in small-scale features (<5km). Smooth deposits exist at lower

elevations and <10km2.
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Figure 10a: 21.795°N, 196.21°E taken with LROC NAC. Small-scale features on

Jackson (<5km) of indeterminate origin, though likely formed as the melt moved around

in the crater floor. Several stress fractures seen to the right formed as melt cooled

around pre existing terrain. Figure 10b: 22.123°N, 196.547°E taken with LROC NAC.

Mounds that pre-existed the flow are covered by flow that moved around it and warped

as it solidified. These are part of Jackson’s small-scale features. Figure 10c: 22.61°N,

196.003°E taken with LROC NAC. Evidence of flow in the crater rim. Starts from the

smooth deposit in the upper left and flows down into the crater floor. The flow solidified

as it flowed and ponded at terraces. Places where it pooled are smoother than the rest

of the floor.
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Eratosthenes (14.703°N, 348.797°E) is an impact melt-filled crater measuring

60km in diameter (Fig. 11). The rim of Eratosthenes is remarkably well-preserved and

terraced all the way around the crater. Eratosthenes’ central peak is split into two peaks.

One reaches approximately 2100km above the crater floor, while the other tops at about

700km above the floor (Fig. 11a). In between the peaks is a small valley, it is still a good

400km above the floor. The central peak area of Eratosthenes is connected to a rough

terrain spanning from the peak to the northwest terraces. That terrace has partially

collapsed. Small pockets of melt reside on terraces in the southeastern rim (Fig. 11b)

approximately 8km long and 2km wide. The crater floor is covered in rounded mounds

as well as secondary craters. The secondary craters are predominantly clustered in the

south, and the mounds can be seen all over the crater floor. What separates the

features on Eratosthenes from those in Ohm and Jackson is that all of these features

are smoothed over. There are no linear features or fractures in solidified melt. The

central peak is also rounded, with high albedo at the peak. That high albedo appears

yellow under the Clementine mineral ratio, suggesting a low titanium content on its

peak. A ring of light blue surrounds the crater under the mineral ratio as well, however,

other than these two features, the crater appears to have the same mineral composition

as its surroundings. Under the UVVIS/FeO abundance filter, Eratosthenes has the same

chemical composition as its surroundings, which are a bright yellow and orange

indicating high iron content. The peak and other spots on the crater floor are a bright

blue, suggesting an overlay of ejecta low in iron.
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Figure 11: Eratosthenes, 14.703°N, 348.797°E taken with LROC WAC. Eratosthenes is

an impact crater mostly covered by ejecta from younger craters nearby. The features of

Eratosthenes are smoothed over and any small-scale features are covered by ejecta.

What remains are the larger central peak and terraced rim.
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Figure 11a: 14.635°N, 348.559°E taken with LROC NAC. The central peak of

Eratosthenes is split into several pieces as is the crater rim to the northwest. The crater

floor is nonexistent in this portion of the crater, covered by the collapsed rim. Figure 11b:

9.059°N, 340.969°E taken with LROC NAC. Through the ejecta melt pools are still

visible on the crater walls. The melt pools are no greater than 10km2 and any sign of

flow direction is obscured by the ejecta layer.

The final impact melt-filled crater studied is Copernicus (9.621°N, 339.921°E),

located just southwest of Eratosthenes. It measures 93km in diameter, with rays

extending upwards of 600km away from its center (Fig. 12). Copernicus is

distinguishable by its significantly higher albedo than the surrounding Imbrium basin.

The rim is intact all the way around the crater. The entire rim of the crater has a single

terrace surrounding the crater, creating two distinct levels between the floor and rim.

The major terrace has multiple melt pools all around the crater rim (Fig. 12a). Individual

pools range from 3-10km long but never exceed 10km2 overall. The central peak of
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Copernicus is fractured into three peaks. The crater floor is covered with small-scale

linear features (<3km) and mounds. Stress fractures congregate near the mounds and

at the boundary between crater floor and terracing. The surface appears bumpy and

heterogeneous in texture, similar to Jackson. Small mounds interrupt disjointed linear

features with no discernible pattern to the floor’s appearance (Fig. 12b). The largest

mounds, as well as the central peak, are surrounded by and covered with clusters of

boulders (Fig. 12c). The majority of the boulders can be found within the central peak,

though a small number of boulders can be found scattered everywhere except the floor.

Evidence of flow can be seen in the north portion of the crater, at the intersection

between the terraces and crater floor (Fig. 12d). Under the Clementine mineral ratio,

three quarters of the crater are a bright blue, indicating the youth (<1 Ga) of Copernicus.

The northwest quadrant of the crater, and the rays surrounding the crater are bright red,

significantly more red than the surrounding terrain. Under the UVVIS/FeO abundance

filter. Copernicus lights up a practically neon blue in a sea of orange, suggesting a very

low iron content compared to its surroundings.
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Figure 12: Copernicus, 9.621°N, 339.921°E taken with LROC WAC. Copernicus is one

of the youngest impact melt-filled craters on the surface of the Moon. The rim is heavily

terraced with ejecta spreading beyond the crater rim. The central peak is in several

pieces and relatively small.
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Figure 12a: 8.405°N, 340.134°E taken with LROC NAC. Examples of melt pools on the

crater rim. Pools are no larger than 10km2 each. Some connect with one another by

flowing down into the crater floor. The pools are separated by rough terrain from the

crater floor. Figure 12b: 9.091°N, 340.138°E taken with LROC NAC. An example of

Copernicus’ crater floor. The terrain is rough with mounds scattered around. Stress

fractures line the crater floor as well with no identifiable pattern. Figure 12c: 9.678°N,

340.239°E taken with LROC NAC. A section of the central peak system rises above the

crater floor. The peak is lined with boulders that have settled on flat surfaces along the

peak and onto the crater floor. A large collection of boulders have settled into the lower

elevation areas of the central peak as well.
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Figure 12d: 10.672°N, 339.765°E taken with LROC NAC. Evidence of flow on the rim of

Copernicus. The melt flows from terraces into the crater floor where it pools enough to

create a higher elevation than the nearby crater floor. Evidence of the flow branching off

is visible with the features smoothed over.
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5: Interpretations

This section provides interpretations of the craters in the same order as above

and then with their groups.

One of Joliot’s embayed craters is missing part of its rim, and is most likely

underneath the fill. It was of a lower elevation than where the current crater floor is

today (Fig. 5). This means that the embayed crater predates the fill, and was filled up at

the same time as the rest of the floor. It is unclear if the flow filled the crater from inside

to the brim like a glass of water, or if it flowed over where the rim is nonexistent. This is

relevant, as there is only one other feature from pre existing topography that remains

after volcanic material is emplaced: the central peak. Joliot’s central peak has been

transformed both at the peak and base. Over time, the peak erodes, and volcanic

material rises to cover the base. In a similar fashion, the original central peak was filled

in by volcanic material. The massive ridge formed as the mare cooled and contracted,

causing local stress that pushed on the surface. Joliot’s lighter albedo and obscured

surface are due to the ejecta from nearby Giordano Bruno crater (35.9°N, 102.8°E),

which has massive rays stretching hundreds of kilometers. The younger crater spewed

massive amounts of ejecta across the surface, covering what would have been the

smooth volcanic material of Joliot’s crater floor. This and Joliot’s secondary crater

clusters are likely explained by its proximity to several other craters, including Lyapunov

(26.429°N, 89.364°), Lomonosov (27.35°N, 98.279°E), and Edison (24.88°N, 99.268°E).
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Most of the unique features of Tsiolkovskiy are due to its younger age compared

to the other volcanically-filled impact craters. There has been less time for the initial

impact features to degrade. This is most prominent in the rim, which is still distinct and

terraced. Terracing occurs when the steep crater walls shift and fall due to gravity during

the impact crater formation process. Tsiolkovskiy likely formed these terraces during

crater formation. Another feature still prevalent in Tsiolkovskiy is the central peak. Over

time regolith smooths over these features. There are no large craters near Tsiolkovskiy

that could explain the small peaks in random places, or the secondary craters. While it

is possible these are the remains of embayed craters, it is more likely a part of the

central peak that is not visible in the other two craters, as they are not circular. Central

peak formation is not a "clean" process, and it is possible that material was brought up

from depth to form these features on the floor that later became partially buried by

volcanic material. The origin for secondary craters is unclear, as secondary craters can

occur hundreds of kilometers from the original crater.

The multiple superimposed craters support the old age of Jules Verne, as there

has been more time for craters to impact into the basin. Either this section of the Moon’s

surface was heavily altered previously, or the volcanic fill was low enough in volume to

only partially obscure older craters. The small linear feature in and surrounding an

embayed crater indicates a different layer of mare emplacement, and that the fill of this

embayed crater flowed out of the crater floor and mixed with the rest of the melt. This

implies that the volcanic flow was hampered by volume as opposed to surface area.

The embayed crater filled up till the flow stopped, and only covered part of the peak.
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The crater obscured by the magma must have been large enough that its central peak

survived the series of flows.The massive scarp was caused by long-term interior cooling

causing contraction and buckling of the lunar crust. It is likely that this scarp was a direct

result of the cooling magma.

Archimedes’ features are covered in a thin layer of ejecta from the nearby crater

Aristillus (33.9°N, 1.2°E). Any features on the meter or smaller scale are obscured. The

only prominent features visible over the layer of ejecta are secondary craters caused

either by Archiemdes’ initial formation or the ejection of debris from Aristillus. The latter

is much more likely, given the craters have not been filled in with ejecta and are rather

pronounced on the surface floor. Aristillus is not the only reason for Archimedes’ smooth

or missing features. Years of erosion and weathering would have made any small

features disappear long before Aristillus covered the crater floor. As part of the Imbrium

basin, it is important to note that Archimedes is younger than the initial Imbrium fill,

approximately 3.8 Ga, though not by much. The chemical composition and albedo of

Archimedes is the same as the basin. The source of the Imbrium basin fill is likely the

same as in Archimedes, meaning the crater must be only slightly younger than the

basin. The northwestern linear features suggest at least two flows of volcanic melt at

different times. If there was a central peak, it was either obscured during crater filling or

eroded away over the eons. While the walls are intact, the modest height and lack of

distinct terracing support the age argument.
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The most notable feature that all four craters share is a lower albedo in

comparison to the highlands terrain. That lower albedo is the filled in crater floor, and is

predominantly smooth with little elevation change. Higher albedo surrounds the fill,

forming the crater walls and rim. These rims are not entirely intact. A fully intact rim is

part of a complex crater, when the rim is distinct and unobstructed. Both Joliot and Jules

Verne show superimposed craters obscuring part of the rim. Three craters also appear

yellow on the Clementine Mineral Ratio, indicating the same titanium ratio, as if they all

had the relatively same composition. The one distinction is Archimedes, which shows

the same composition as the surrounding Imbrium basin. Joliot and Jules Verne have

observable embayed craters, while Tsiolkovskiy has possible remnants, indicating a

preexisting terrain was destroyed during flow and is now obscured by material. Each

crater displays optical maturity. This refers to a layer of iron covering older lunar

surfaces due to solar radiation and <1 mm meteorite bombardments. It is important to

note that these features are all a consequence of or evidence of old age; as most

volcanic activity occurred between 3.9-3.1 billion years ago, with the youngest bouts of

volcanism estimated at 1 billion years, all of these craters should date to that time

(Braden et al., 2011). Ignoring superimposed craters, the volcanic material itself

manifests in a smooth surface that covers any preexisting features, leaving only a few

large linear features. These features formed either when the volcanic fill cooled, or

when multiple flows filled in the crater at different intervals. This is in direct contrast to

the tiny but numerous linear features in impact melt-filled impact melt-filled craters.

Regolith generation occurs over time through iron meteorite bombardment. All surfaces

on the Moon have a layer of regolith, where the older surfaces have thicker layers. The
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regolith layer softens and erases small-scale features on the lunar surface. What this

means is that the fill in Tsiolkovskiy and other volcanically-filled impact craters likely had

small scale features such as cooling cracks and flow features but that billions of years of

regolith development basically erased evidence of these features.

The mounds on Ohm likely originate from before the impact material was

emplaced. When melt flowed over the original topography, it warped around the surface.

As it cooled, the material broke and fractured around the original material. Most stress

fractures are in fact a reflection of or caused by the surface before and after melt

emplacement. As the melt cooled, it was confined to the shape it was contained in, as

did the stress it endured, so fractures propagated along the shape. Ohm’s boulders, on

the other hand, are either formed during the initial impact and ejected or post crater

modification from rock settling (Bart and Melosh, 2010). They may roll before finding

stable positions, such as the boulders surrounding the central peak. Flow on the central

peak shows the direction in which the melt moved, piling up at the base of the peak as it

cooled.

Jackson’s small ponds of smooth melt deposits likely formed as the final resting

spots of impact melt that originated at higher elevations. The most obvious example of

this is fig. 10c, where flow solidified as it ran down the crater wall and into terraces of

lower elevations. The deposits of smooth terrain occur at the lowest elevations of

Jackson, for example at the floor of the central peak, therefore suggesting that any melt

that flowed down the peak ponded at its base. In regards to the rest of the floor,
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however, its origin is unclear.  The impact crater creation process is highly energetic,

resulting in large-scale slumping and melting of material in a very brief period of time

(Dhingra et al., 2017). The melt material sloshed around as it cooled, still carrying the

energy of the impact, resulting in the unique patterns across Jackson’s surface. This is

likely also the explanation for the mounds and their unique surrounding topography. As

the melt flowed, it moved around the boulders that had been emplaced during impact.

There was not enough energy to move the boulders themselves, only enough to move

the remaining still-liquid melt. This theory would still require a high-energy initial impact,

which would further explain the unique appearance of Jackson under the Clementine

Mineral Ratio. The bright blue rays extending several hundred kilometers suggests a

high velocity impact that sent ejecta flying. That kind of energy would also result in the

violent movement of melt required.

Eratosthenes has features in common with both volcanic and impact melt-filled

craters, due in large part to its age. At over 3 Ga (Taylor 1982) it is considerably older

than the other impact craters. Eratosthenes has a high iron content in and surrounding

the crater, similar to the basaltic mare. However, this is not due to a basaltic fill, but

instead the result of space weathering (ie optical maturity). Optical maturity comes with

age, which is why the ancient mare fills are always high in iron. Any linear features on

the crater floor have faded away over time. That includes boulders or stress fractures,

such as those seen in the other impact melt-filled craters. Erosion may have also

caused the collapse of the central rim, forming the dual nature seen. This seems

unlikely, because the valley between central peaks matches the appearance of the
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crater floor nearby. It is heavily eroded, signaling the valley to be the same age as the

crater floor. Instead, the dual peaks are a consequence of initial formation. The two

peaks were initially one but collapsed while solidifying, as also happened in the

northwest terraces. Interestingly, Eratosthenes’ crater rim is intact and prominent, which

could have been interpreted to be a sign of a younger crater. Terraced rims are not a

sign of age (although they can slump and decrease in elevation over time), but rather,

are a feature unique to impact craters that volcanically-filled craters lose when the crater

fills up. If the volume is high enough, entire terrace levels may be obscured. Meanwhile,

impact melt-filled craters never fill the crater beyond the floor, and thus without outside

interference the terraces may remain for a long time.

Copernicus is one of the youngest craters on the Moon (Eberhardt, 1982), and

thus serves as a primary example for what features are unique to impact melt-filled

craters. The separation of the central peak further suggests that central peak collapse

occurs during initial crater formation. As the initial crater collapses, uplifting at the floor

creates central peaks. The process lifts up material beneath the pre-impact surface,

revealing the composition of the Moon’s mantle. The process of uplifting requires

enormous amounts of energy, and thus not all of the mantle beneath the crater may rise

up. The individual peaks may represent an uneven crustal thickness prior to impact. The

boulders on top of and surrounding the central peak are likely remnants from the initial

impact. As the crater settled, boulders rolled downward and settled in lower portions of

the central peak, as well as on the crater floor. Undisturbed central peaks may have a

different albedo or chemical composition than the surrounding crater floor, as is the
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case with Copernicus. The distinct difference in mineral composition seen in the

northwest quadrant of Copernicus suggests an ancient basin that would not be possible

unless it is the preexisting material displaced by Copernicus.

Instead of the distinct color difference prevalent in volcanically-filled impact

craters, impact melt-filled craters appear the same albedo as the surrounding terrain.

Under the Clementine UVVIS ratio, for example, Jackson appears the same shades of

blue, meaning low-iron, as the surrounding terrain. This is in direct contrast to the

intense orange and yellows of volcanically-filled impact craters such as Tsiolkovskiy.

While older craters such as Eratosthenes can appear high in iron, the importance is that

the chemical composition of impact filled craters be of the surrounding terrain.

Volcanically-filled impact crater floors are of a different composition from the

surrounding terrain, a magnesium and iron-rich basalt, due to the composition of the

magma beneath the surface. Impact melt-filled craters display a rim of bluer material

than the surrounding terrain, indicating a younger age. The crater floor is typically a mix

of impactor and preexisting material, however central peaks can exhibit more mare-like

ancient compositions. A simplified chart illustrating the characteristics for each crater

and observed features/feature types is presented in Table 1.
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Archimedes Copernicus Eratosthenes Jackson Joliot
Jules
Verne Ohm Tsiolkovsky

Low relative
albedo y n n n y y n y

Ponded n y y y n n y n

embayed
craters n n n n y y n n

visible
ejecta n y y y n n y n

Iron content high low medium-high low high high low high

200m
mineral
ratio

red and
green

blue and
red

blue and
yellow

blue and
red

blue, red,
green

yellow and
green blue

yellow,
green, blue

central peak n y y y y y y y

superposed
craters n n n n y y n n

Intact rim
on all sides n y y y n n y y

terraced rim y y y y n n y y

smooth
regolith y n y n y y n y

boulders n y n y n n y n

mounds n y y y n n y n

cooling
fractures n y n y n y y n

secondary
impact
craters y n y n y y n y

superposed
ejecta y n y n y y n n

visible flow n y y y n y y n

wrinkle
ridge n n n n y y n n

rough crater
floor n y n y n n y n

melt pool on
walls n y y y n n y n
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large
(>10km2)
scale linear
features y n n n y y n y

small scale
(<10km2)
linear
features n y n y n n y n

Table 1: Table of distinct features and which craters harbor said feature. The 200m

mineral ratio is too complicated for a quick summary, so the colors have been listed

(what they mean can be found in methods). The most notable are iron content, terraced

rim, boulders, melt pool on walls, secondary impact craters, visible flow, and the scale

linear features.

The chart demonstrates the characteristics that are shared between the types of

flow, as which features are more synonymous with age. Embayed craters, for example,

are only found in volcanically-filled craters because of the mechanism in which they fill.

They are not required to determine a volcanically-filled crater. But if an embayed crater

is present, then the crater is volcanically-filled. A similar property is the presence of

small-scale features. Older impact craters like Eratosthenes no longer have small linear

features. Younger impact craters have not eroded or weathered enough for the features

created by impact to have faded away. Therefore, mounds, boulders, and other

evidence for impact events are only found in craters with impact melt.

All craters, both volcanic and impact-filled, start off as impact melt-filled craters.

As such, some features that are created during crater formation can exist in both types

of craters. Terraced rims are caused by the initial impact, however they erode and
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slump over time. An older crater is less likely to have intact rims, and volcanic craters

are typically older, but the presence or absence of terraced rims alone cannot determine

the fill type.

By examining the two extreme ends of lunar crater ages, I am able to see which

features are retained over the eons and which are a function of age. Aside from the

color similarities, All four craters had the same interesting morphology in common. The

craters had distinct, intact rims with terracing. The intact and prominent wall allows for a

distinct boundary between crater and surrounding terrain. All of the craters had a central

peak still intact, and in Jackson extends upwards of 2000km above the crater floor.

While central peaks exist in volcanically-filled impact craters, the fill and regolith layer

has covered up the lower original crater floor, and therefore the peak appears shorter.

Another feature that appears due to the same principle is the embayed craters, which

none of the impact melt-filled craters have. Any preexisting craters would have been

obliterated in the initial impact. There are also no superposed craters. As younger,

fresher impacts, there has not been any time for new craters to impact and shape the

crater floor. The presence of small-scale linear features is a function of age. Larger

structures remain over the eons, but meter-scale linear features, boulders, and mounds

erode with age. Of the impact craters, Eratosthenes was the only one without significant

defacing of the crater floor, and even then evidence of prior formations remain in

rounded mounds.
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6: Conclusions

Several characteristics appear in both volcanically and impact melt-filled impact

craters, though there are clear differences and patterns that arise in this format. Craters

with the same composition retain a similar pattern under the maps. Volcanically filled

impact craters are high in iron and low in titanium, and appear older and darker than the

surrounding terrain. They are dotted with superposed and embayed craters, as well as

having a smooth regolith. Finally, the volcanically-filled impact craters all have a few

large-scale (>10km2) linear features, such as scarps and wrinkle ridges. The impact

melt-filled impact craters are the opposite. They appear the same albedo and

composition of their surroundings, in part due to their large ejecta fields. The younger

craters are low in iron, indicating that they are not composed of the same basaltic flow.

Any iron seen in older impact craters is of differing composition and due to space

weathering. While they appear ponded at a distance, the impact melt-filled impact

craters contain several small scale (<10km2) features that extend across the crater floor.

Their walls are terraced, with smooth ponds atop the terraces. Direction of flow is

prevalent, indicating a slow-moving mixture.

Only eight craters were examined in this study, far too small for definitive

generalization. Furthermore, all the craters examined in this study were larger than

60km in diameter. It is entirely possible that certain features only occur in a certain size

range. Some craters may be too small for superposed or embayed craters, for example.

It may also be the case the other way around; that certain features only occur in craters
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smaller than a certain size. Further restrictions are due to the age of craters in question.

The Moon is geologically inactive. There are no young mare deposits to observe and

compare to. While there are impact craters of the same age as volcanically-filled

craters, they are few and far between, as older craters are wiped out by new ones.

Further study of craters of various sizes is needed for a definitive answer. The literature

seems to have a similar problem to my study, in that small pockets of the Moon’s

surface are viewed in each study. Over several papers, a broader view of the Moon’s

surface may be reached, but no one individual research paper has authority in this

regard.
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